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Our Strategic Summary

This article addresses certain interpretative
and practical challenges that can be faced by
the application of the recently enacted non-
resident trust ("NRT") rules to global employer
benefit plan ("EBP") trusts, Such challenges
arise from the fact that the NRT rules were
primarily intended to cover offshore family trusts
established by Canadians, and do not fit neatly
within the framework of typical global EBP
trusts.

The NRT rules were enacted on June 26,
2013, though they are generally effective as of
the 2007 taxation year. Where certain conditions
are met, a factually non-resident trust is deemed
resident of Canada and.thus taxable in Canada on
its income. This arises where the trust has either
a resident contributor or a resident beneficiary,
unless it is an exempt foreign trust.

Unless certain elections arc filed, the trust. is
subject to tax on its worldwide income, even
where the contributions made by a (Canadian)
resident contributor represents a small portion

only of the total con-
tributions made to the
trust. At the same time,
the trust can file an
election to become an
"electing trust," and thus
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limit its exposure to Ganadian tax on the
"resident. portion" of the trust, which generally
represents the portion of the trust related to
contributions made by the (Canadian) resident
contributor,

In addition, the resident contributor can file
an election to be an "electing contributor,"
thereby relieving the trust of any tax liabilities on
its income, and requiring the income ol the trust.

(be it worldwide income, or only the Canadian
resident portion, in the case of an electing trust)
to be included in the taxable income of the
resident contributor, Absent such an election, the
resident contributor is generally jointly and
severally liable with the trust for the trust's
Canadian l,ax liability.



Pension Misrepresentation Claims

David A, Crerar, "Pension Misrepresentation Claims" from Sth Pension Law 8 Litigation Course CD.

Our Strategic Summary

This present. ation discusses the major issues
involved with pension misrepresentation claims.
It states that any company with a pension plan
may be sitting on an unknown and enormous
time-bomb of litigation and liability. The pre-
sentation explains why misrepresentation claims
are particularly potentially devastating threats to
a company, It touches upon important issues,
such as thc duties of a company with respect to
different kinds of statements about pensions,
damages and remedies sought by claimants, and
the proactive steps that a company can take to
avoid becoming a defendant.

Large numbers of current and retired
employees are potential plaintiffs. Errors in
pension communications do not often surface
until years later. They are often discovered when
employees approach their retirement and realize
thai their pension is insufficient. In most cases,
pension misrepresentation claims surface when
major witnesses such as the company's spokes-
people on pensions and personnel i.n the human
relations department leave employment or are
terminated. The documents may get shredded,
lost, deleted or may be in a very deep storage.
This creates great difficulty in locating evidence
and witnesses.

One major issue involved with pension
misrepresentation is that the time limit for filing
claims is not settled, in most cases. The two
complicating factors in this regard include
discoverabiliiy and damages. Generally, the lim-
itation period clock does not start to run until
the plaintiff has enough information and

knowledge to bring a claim. Furthermore, the
elements of tort of negligent misrepresentation
are not complete until the plaintiff suffers
damage. The plaintiff'ay be able to argue that
until the plaintiff retires and/or ihe investment
returns are deficient, no damages have been
suffered, and the limitation clock has not started
ticking,

Some recent court clarification suggests that
the limitation period starts to run from the date
when thc employee acted on allegedly negligent
advice, For instance, the limitation period may
start from the date when the employee changed
from a defined benefit ("DB") to a defined
contribution ("DC") plan. In the case of Savoury
v, Nova Scotia (Attorney General), the Nova
Scotia Supreme Court dismissed the plaintiff's
claim in part because the plaintiff did not start
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his lawsuit until more than 16 years after he first
learned of the shortfall in the buying power of
his former pension.

A single employee may noi have the
economic or emotional motivation or ability to
bring a claim. Where the claim arises from the
same communication to multiple employees, a
claimant or an entrepreneurial lawyer may seek
to have the claim certified as a class action,

Potential class proceedings are less likely to
be certified where different communications
were made to different employees, or where
there may exist issues about whether it. was
reasonable for a given employee to rely upon the
statements, If individual issues predominate
over issues thai are common to all members of
the class, no class action is taken.

The most risky events frequently arise when
the company gives its employees an option io
switch to another form of pension plan or to
choose from one or more pension plans. For
instance, an option may be given to employees
of switching from an existing defined benefit
plan to a defined contribution plan. Ironically,
companies that tried to do the right thing and

gave their employees an option instead of
forcing change and also provided them with a
full educational program or information package
about the pension options, faced a greater
potential liability exposure as it was easier for
plaintiffs to claim that certain phrases or graphs
misled them into choosing a pension option that
turned out to be unfavourable, A company's
legal duties towards the employees in making
such an offering are complicated and have not
fully been scttlcd by the Canadian coutts.

Where the company also acts as the
administrator of the pension plan, it owes strict
fiduciary duties to the employees in the plan
with respect to the administrative aspects of the

plan, such as calculating and paying benefits and

managing assets. But employees and employers
have different and opposing interests with

respect to the contents of the pension plan as a

job benefit. The courts have accordingly found
that an employer wears two hats with respect to
a pension plan, i.e,, when acting as ad-

ministrator, the company owes fiduciary duties
and when acting as employer, the company owes
a lesser duty of good faith that may take into
account the company's own best interests,



The different remedies that plaintiffs may
seek from the court are losses suffered by
plaintiffs, disgorgement, compensation for
insufficient initial account value, and rescission.
In the recent Canadian case of Ault v. Canada
(Attorney General), the Ontario Court of Appeal
ruled on a case where the federal government in
2000 had given certain employees the option of
transferring their funds from the public service
fund to a plan sponsored by the actuary
defendants, The plaintiffs sued for the difference
between the benefits they would have received
had they stayed in the public service and what
they did receive under the failed scheme. The
Court faulted the federal government for not
disclosing its concerns about the tax legitimacy
of the propped scheme.

Companies that are considering amending
the pension arrangements with their employees
should carefully consider whether to proceed or
not., the information process, and the communi-
cations to be presented. Communications must
walk a fine line between providing too little or
too simple information, and providing too much
or too complicated information. The ideal infor-
mation package provides information to em-

ployees in both simplified bullet-point form
and more detailed form, and in multiple formats
of power-point presentations, brochures and
booklets.

Employees should always be cautioned
that market-based projections and other assum-
ptions may well turn out very differently than

presented. Assumptions must be identified and

explained clearly. Complicated terms should
be defined and explained. Employees should

always be encouraged to seek independent
advice. Communications should contain re-

peated disclaimers that are placed clearly and

boldly in plain language. It should be clearly
stated that employees should not rely upon
materials, as the materials have been provided
only as general illustrations, and that individual
employees should seek individual advice based
on their unique financial circumstances and
retirement options,

An employer faces greater exposure where
it encourages an employee to make certain
pension decisions, A company communicating
about pensions should carefully preserve docu-
ments, particularly those that present clear
warnings of the risks associated with the offered
option. It is wise for companies to evaluate what
potential liabilities they may face and consider
whether they have an obligation to alert their
insurers.

Companies should strongly consider pension
issues before purchasing a company. The acquir-
ing company may, through no fault of its own,
face serious litigation based on communications
and mistakes made by the long-departed em-

ployees of the acquired company, The acquiring
company should seek representations, warran-
ties and indemnities concerning past pension
representations.

8th Pension Law & Litigation Course CD, released June 21, 2013,
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